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Hindsight – Insight – Foresight
You can count on IBAK

With their high standard of quality, IBAK products are always a safe investment. Despite the 
exceptional characteristics of our products, economic considerations are the most decisive 
factor. 

Protect the environment

Just as every department of IBAK is governed by a strict environmental management system 
certified to the ISO standard 14001 for the protection of natural resources, IBAK inspection 
systems themselves also contribute to environmental protection. IBAK systems detect defects 
in water pipes and sewers and in this way help to conserve valuable drinking water resources.

The extraordinary driving experience

When you talk about innovations, the full HD camera ORPHEUS 2 HD with a brilliant, high-reso-
lution image and the digital sewer inspection system PANORAMO naturally deserve first men-
tion. Driving through the world of sewers with the PANORAMO 4K is a unique 3D experience. 
The analysis of the entire inspection data is not performed on site in the inspection van – as is 
normally the case – but comfortably in the office, although the feeling of really working in the 
sewer with a pan and rotate camera remains. 

We’ve seen each other before...

IBAK products work out of sight but their success is visible. Users all over the world take advan-
tage of the innovative sewer inspection systems from the Kiel-based market leader. And that is 
something IBAK can be proud of. 

IBAK invented it

When the company founder Helmut Hunger started his own business calld Ingenieur Büro 
Atlas Kiel in 1945, he was not thinking in global dimensions. His goal was to develop perfectly 
functioning precision products. A goal that is pursued with the same passion by IBAK today. 
The main focus is always on providing innovative, user-oriented solutions. So it was no acci-
dent that, after several years of research and development, it was IBAK that presented the 
world’s first sewer TV inspection system in 1957. 

From people for people

Products from the IBAK factory are technological masterpieces. That is not surprising, as one 
in six of the more than 370 members of the IBAK staff work in research and development. Our 
highly experienced engineers, the continuous exchange of ideas with customers and the well-
established cooperation with universities and professional bodies ensure trend-setting tech-
nologies and their practical implementation. The result is that in spite of all their high tech, IBAK 
systems are powerful, user-friendly, durable and require little maintenance. 

Quality Wins Through

What started in Kiel is now well known throughout the world. Just as Kiel each year welcomes 
the world to Kiel Week – the biggest sailing event in the world – IBAK sets its course for more 
than 40 countries. All IBAK products have one thing in common: they are made in Germany. So 
all system components and the hard- and software are designed, manufactured, assembled 
and tested by IBAK. Relevant standards such as ISO, DIN, all CE directives and an ATEX and 
IECEx certified quality assurance system merely constitute the minimum requirements of our 
company. 
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CABLE  
WINCHES

CONTROL  
SYSTEMS

SOFTWARE

COMPACT PUSH 
SYSTEMS

CAMERAS

TRACTORS

CAMERA  
SYTEMS

All components of IBAK 
sewer inspection systems 
are of modular design. The 
current IBAK camera mo-
dels, camera tractors and/
or push rods are mutually 
compatible. 
Various cable winches, 
control systems and suita-
ble software complete the 
system. 
So the equipment can be 
configured to suit the re-
quirements and the field of 
application – and this com-
pletely from one source. 

PANORAMO 150 
≥ DN 150 

PANORAMO 

≥ DN 200 
PANORAMO SI
≥ DN 300 
Manhole Inspection 

LISY 3 
≥ DN 150 

IBAK Sewer and Manhole Inspection Systems

KW SI
Camera cable  
max. 12 m 

KT 156
Camera cable  
max. 12 m 

KW 206/306
Camera cable  
max. 200 m/300m

KW 305/310
Camera cable  
max. 300 m 

KW 505
Camera cable  
max. 600 m

KW LISY  
Synchron
Camera cable  
max. 180 m

BS 3.5 / BS 7 BS 5 BS 10

AxialCam 
AxialCam 2
≥ DN 50/100

NANO/ 
NANO L
≥ DN 80

RETRUS 2/ 
RETRUS 2 HD
≥ DN 100

POLARIS
≥ DN 100

ORION / ORION 3  
ORION L /ORION 3 L
≥ DN 100 

MicroLite
≥ DN 50

MiniLite
≥ DN 50

ORPHEUS 2 
ORPHEUS 3 

≥ DN 150 

ORPHEUS 2 HD  
ORPHEUS 3 HD 
≥ DN 150

ARGUS 6
≥ DN 200

ARGUS 5
≥ DN 200

CERBERUS
Inspection of main 
sewers

ASPECTA
Manhole zoom 
camera

T 66 / T66 HD
≥ DN 100 

T 76 / T76 HD
≥ DN 150 

T 86 / T86 HD 
≥ DN 200 

MODULAR
SYSTEM

All components of IBAK 
sewer inspection systems 
are of modular design. The 
current IBAK camera mod-
els, camera tractors and/
or push rods are mutually 
compatible. 

Various cable winches, 
control systems and suit-
able software complete the 
system. 

So the equipment can 
be configured to suit the 
requirements and the 
field of application – and 
this completely from one 
source. 
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IBAK AxialCam/AxialCam 2
Axial Camera
Deployment range from DN 50 / DN 70 upwards

The AxialCam is a push rod camera for a deployment range of  
DN 50 upwards when permanently connected to a push rod or DN 
70 upwards with the plug-in model AxialCam 2. With its small diame-
ter of 39 mm and its optimised bend-passing capability, it is the ideal 
camera for the inspection of complex lateral networks. The integrated 
LED lighting with adjustable brightness provides optimum illumination 
of the inspection area. Thanks to its ingenious technology, even this 
small axial camera always supplies an erect image.

Combined with a push rod camera system such as the MicroLite or 
the MiniLite, the AxialCam is an ideal camera for the inspection of 
complex laterals of small diameters. 

Advantages at a Glance
n Very small dimensions
n  Inspection in pipes as  

small as DN 50
n Great bend-passing capability
n Always provides an erect image 

Technical System Data
Type of camera axial camera

Deployment range from DN 50 / DN 70 upwards 
90° bend-capable

Dimensions Ø 39 mm  /  length 47 mm
Push rod operation yes
Camera tractor operation no
Erect image (UPC) 1) yes
Non-reversed image no
Zoom no
TV standard NTSC or PAL
Horizontal picture resolution 420 lines PAL
Integrated laser no 
Integrated locator transmitter no
Ex protection no

Combinable with
IBAK push rod systems all
IBAK coilers all

1) UPC = Upright picture control



The IBAK NANO / NANO L camera is the smallest pan and rotate cam-
era in the IBAK portfolio. It can be operated in pipes with diameters 
as small as DN 80 upwards. The NANO L version of the NANO with 
the well-known Kiel rod has also been available since the second 
quarter of 2016. Any desired viewing direction is reached extremely 
rapidly under microprocessor control by the pan and rotate head. 
The NANO can rotate endlessly around its own axis. The pan func-
tion permits a view in all directions, automatic panning to inspect 
pipe joints and a view to the rear into branch pipes.The NANO gener-
ates an Upright picture in axial viewing direction thanks to the UPC 
function (upright picture control).
 
With its slim diameter of 47 mm, the camera can be operated with 
all current IBAK push rod systems, camera tractors and the IBAK 
LISY satellite system and has full bend-passing capability. In addi-
tion, thanks to the optional sensor, it can be used with 3D-GeoSense 
systems to create 3D site plans.
The field of operation of an IBAK system can be extended with the 
IBAK NANO / NANO L – it is in its element in particular in relined 
and/or complex DN 100 lateral networks. The industrial sector, 
where long, complex, hard-to-access lateral networks are often 
encountered, is also an ideal field of application for the NANO and 

Technical System Data IBAK NANO
Type of camera pan and rotate camera
Deployment range from DN 80 upwards, 90° bend-capable
Dimensions Ø 47 mm
Push rod operation yes
Camera tractor operation yes* 
Erect image (UPC) 1) yes

Non-reversed image yes (can be switched on optionally via 
e-flip)

Zoom no
Pressure monitoring yes
Angle of rotation endless
TV standard NTSC or PAL
Horizontal picture reso-
lution 420 lines PAL

Integrated laser yes
Ex protection optional 
Direction-changing device optional
Integrated locator trans-
mitter yes, frequency range 33 kHz, switchable

3D-GeoSense optional

Combinable with 
IBAK camera tractors all camera tractors 2)

IBAK coilers all coilers
IBAK push rod systems all push rod systems

IBAK control systems BS 3.5, BS 5, BS 7, BS 10, BP 1, BP 2, BP 
100

 

especially the NANO L. The lighting units are dimmable and are ide-
ally suited to pipes with diameters of up to approx. DN 250. The use 
of the NANO, particularly in combination with the IBAK LISY satel-
lite system, enables versatile and efficient operation thanks to the 
NANO‘s fast forward drive speed and outstanding manoeuvrability.
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IBAK NANO / NANO L
Pan and Rotate Camera 
Deployment range from DN 80 upwards

*NANO L with limitations/deviations
1) UPC = Upright picture control
2) T 66 from version T 66.1 (2016) onwards

Advantages at a Glance
n Our smallest pan and rotate camera
n DN 80 (90° bend-capable)
n Upright image
n Great bend-passing capability
n Automatic return to zero position
n Optional 3D-Geosense sensor
n Rod for direction-changing
n Optional ex protection
n Locator transmitter
n Internal pressure monitoring
n Flexibly deployable with push rod systems or camera tractors 
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IBAK POLARIS
Pan and Rotate Camera
Deployment range from DN 100 upwards

The IBAK POLARIS push rod camera was designed by IBAK to satisfy 
the demand for a bend-capable camera with 90° direction-changing 
ability and a 100% field of view. This pan and rotate camera can be 
operated in pipes of DN 100 upwards. 

As the camera is positioned right at the front, no guide device appears 
in the image during operation. In addition, the camera can pan at an 
angle of 90° to the pipe wall to ensure an optimum inspection.

Advantages at a Glance
n 90° bend-capable in DN 100 upwards
n 360° panning around joints
n 100% free field of view
n Automatic return to zero position
n Recall of programmable viewing positions
n Inspections are possible without water propulsion
n High performance power LED lighting
n Erect image (upright picture control) in push rod operation
n Integrated locator transmitter
n Optional 3D-Geosense sensor
n Optional ex protection 
n Internal pressure monitoring
n Laser measurement

Thus, the POLARIS can also do an automatic pan around pipe joints 
(360°). Two presettable focus memory points make in particular the 
process of panning around joints even easier to handle and enable the 
user to reach the target position more rapidly as it is no longer neces-
sary to keep refocusing the camera.
The POLARIS is compatible with the IBAK LISY satellite system and 
the mobile push rod system MiniLite and can also be used for 3D-Ge-
oSense pipe run measurements.

Technical System Data POLARIS
Type of camera pan and rotate camera

Deployment range from DN 100, upwards,  
90° bend-capable

Dimensions Ø 60 mm
Push rod operation yes
Tractor operation no
Upright picture (UPC)1) yes
Zoom no
Pressure monitoring yes
Angle of rotation endless
TV standard NTSC or PAL
Horizontal picture resolution 420 lines PAL
Integrated laser yes
Ex protection optional 
Direction-changing device yes, steerable camera arm

Integrated locator transmitter yes, frequency range 33 kHz, swit-
chable

3D-Geosense optional

Combinable with
IBAK coilers all
IBAK push rod systems MiniLite
IBAK control systems BS 3.5, BS 5, BS 7, BP 2, BP 100

1) UPC = Upright Picture Control  



1) UPC = Upright Picture Control  
*  2.3x optical, loss-free when the camera is 

operated as an analogue unit.
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IBAK ORION / ORION L
Pan and Rotate Camera
Deployment range from DN 100 upwards

The IBAK ORION (version 3 SD ) can be operated not only with all push 
rod systems but also with all camera tractors and is therefore the 
most versatile camera on the market.
It has a wide range of functions and useful additional features for 
enhanced inspection quality and easier operation. 
Thus, any desired viewing direction is reached extremely rapidly by the 
pan and rotate head under microprocessor control. The ORION can 
rotate endlessly around its own axis. The pan function permits a view 
in all directions, automatic panning to inspect pipe joints and a view 
to the rear into branch pipes. In the axial view, the ORION provides an 
erect image thanks to its UPC function (upright picture control). With 
its small diameter of 60 mm, the camera can be connected to all IBAK 
camera tractors and has full bend-passing capability when operated 
as a push rod camera.
The system is protected by an internal operating pressure of 1 bar and 
internal pressure monitoring – in case of a pressure drop the inspec-
tor receives a warning message on the LCD display and a warning 
signal in the control unit. A larger angle of aperture, high light sensitiv-
ity, a 3x zoom and a convincing depth of focus are standard features. 
Inspections in up to DN 600 can be carried out without the need for 
additional lights. 

The 3D version of the ORION can be used for pipe run measurements. 
Depending on the field of application, the camera is available with or 
without ex protection. With the integrated locator transmitter which 
can be switched on as required, the position of the ORION can be 
determined at any time. In combination with the IBAK IKAS software, 
the built-in laser allows you to make easy diameter and deformation 
measurements during sewer inspections. 
The housing of aircraft aluminium features high resistance to pressure 
and a very light weight. This combination of qualities permits long 
ranges in push rod operation and at the same time ensures maximum 
robustness of the camera. 
The specialist version of the IBAK ORION pan and rotate camera, the 
IBAK ORION L, is used in complex lateral networks.
Its guide unit, the Kiel rod, can be panned and rotated in all directions 
and guides the camera smoothly into the target pipe. Its fast direc-
tion-changing function and high mechanical sturdiness have long set 
the ORION L apart from other camera systems with direction-chang-
ing capability for the inspection of laterals.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Technical System Data ORION
Type of camera pan and rotate camera
Range of operation from DN 100, 90° bend-capable
Dimensions Ø 60 mm
Push rod operation yes
Camera tractor operation yes
Upright picture (UPC) 1) yes

Non-reversed image yes (can be switched on optio-
nally via e-flip)

Zoom 16 x*
Pressure monitoring yes
Angle of rotation endless
TV standard SD (analog und digital)  
Horizontal picture resolution 700 TVL
Integrated laser yes
Integrated locator transmit-
ter yes

Ex protection optional 

Combinable with
IBAK camera tractors T66, T76, T86
IBAK coilers all coilers
IBAK push rod systems MiniLite

IBAK control systems BS 3.5, BS 5, BS 7, BS 10, BP 2, 
BP 100 

1. The ORION on a push rod with a roller guide device
2. The ORION on the T 66 camera tractor
3. The ORION laser
4. The ORION L with the PHOBOS 3D
5. The ORION L in the pipe 

Advantages at a Glance
n 90° bend-capable from DN 100 upwards
n 360° panning around joints
n Automatic return to zero position
n Optional rod for direction changing
n Recall of programmable viewing positions
n Inspections are possible without water propulsion
n  High performance power LED lighting  

(can be exchanged at the job site)
n Upright picture (UPC) 1)

n Integrated locator transmitter
n Optional ex protection
n Internal pressure monitoring
n Optionally with 3D-GeoSense
n Flexibly deployable with push rod systems or camera tractors

One-Push-Autofokus: 
The autofocus immediately provides a focused image if it is ac-
tivated manually or after an automatic change of position of the 
camera pan head.



1) UPC = Upright Picture Control  
*  2.3x optical, loss-free when the camera is 

operated as an analogue unit.
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Technical System Data ORION 3
Type of camera pan and rotate camera

Deployment range from DN 100 upwards,  
90° bend-capable

Dimensions  ø 60 mm 
Push rod operation yes
Camera tractor operation yes
Upright picture (UPC) 1) yes

Non-reversed image yes (can be switched on optio-
nally via e-flip)

Zoom 16 x*
Pressure monitoring yes
Angle of rotation endless

TV standard SD (analogue and digital),  
HD, full HD (SDI)

Integrated Laser no
Horizontal picture  
resolution 1100 TVL

Integrated locator  
transmitter yes

Ex protection optional
3D GeoSense optional

Combinable with
IBAK camera tractors all camera tractors
IBAK push rod systems MiniLite
IBAK coilers all coilers
IBAK control systems BS 3.5, BS 5, BS 7. BP 2, BP 100

IBAK ORION 3 / ORION 3 L
Pan and Rotate Camera
Deployment range from DN 100 upwards

More than 5000 ORIONs have already been sold by IBAK and the 
camera has been repeatedly modified in the course of time.
The new version 3 combines all the positive features of the ORION. 
Thus, the system can pan automatically around pipe joints and all 
desired viewing directions can be accessed under microprocessor 
control..
The ORION 3 is also available as an ORION 3 L with direction-chang-
ing capability and optionally in a 3D version for pipe run measure-
ment.
It is equipped with new, very high-performance power LED lighting, 
which makes ancillary lights superfluous even in large-diameter 
pipes. In addition, it features a patented lighting control system and 
one-push autofocus. With its versatility and suitable camera connec-
tions, it completes the range of full HD systems.
Depending on the system configuration and the customer‘s require-
ments, the ORION 3 provides a full HD image (1920 x 1080 pixels), an 
HD image (1280x720) or an SD image (720 x 576 pixels). So it can 
be connected not only to a full HD system but also as an analogue 
camera to IBAK push rods and therefore for example to the LISY sat-
ellite system. 

When the camera is operated on an analogue system, it is immedi-
ately automatically identified as an analogue camera and the sys-
tem switches itself over accordingly. However, depending on the 
situation, the operator of a full HD system can also decide himself 
which resolution he wants and can select this in the user menu. If the 
ORION is connected as a full HD camera to an inspection system of 
the latest digital standard with fibre-optic transmission via HDSDI, it 
provides video images of highest quality without the images having 
to be compressed.
In this way, there is no loss of quality due to the cable and any time 
lag between scanning in the pipe and display on the monitor is 
excluded.
The ORION 3 is prepared for all situations and is the most versatile 
IBAK camera in our product portfolio to date. 

Advantages at a Glance
n 90° bend-capable in DN 100 upwards
n Deployable as an analogue or full HD camera
n 360° panning around joints
n Automatic return to zero position
n Optionally with rod for direction changing 
n Recall of programmable viewing positions
n High-performance power LED lighting
n Adjustable lighting brightness
n Erect image (UPC, upright picture control)
n  One-push autofocus
n Integrated locator transmitter
n Optional ex protection
n Internal pressure monitoring
n Optionally with 3D-GeoSense
n  Flexibly deployable with push rod systems or camera 

tractors

One-Push-Autofokus: 
The autofocus immediately provides a focused 
image if it is activated manually or after an 
automatic change of position of the camera pan 
head.
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Pipe Ovality Analysis Report
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Graphic of the pipe section profile: blue line = oval-
ity over the entire section; red line = reduction of 
cross-section over the entire section; the vertical 
dotted line shows the position of the cross-section 
currently shown.

 
The graphic shows the cross-section of the pipe 
resulting from the measuring points in the spiral 
(blue line). The measured actual pipe profile is 
shown in comparison to the ideal pipe geometry.

Cross-Section Profile
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IBAK ORPHEUS 2
IBAK ORPHEUS 3
Pan and Rotate Camera
Deployment range from DN 150 upwards

In comparison with its predecessor, the IBAK ORPHEUS 2 
impresses above all by higher resolution, high light sensitivity and 
excellent illumination so the additional lighting that was neces-
sary hitherto in large diameter pipes is no longer required. Illumi-
nation is provided by 12 power LEDs that can be switched on and 
off flexibly as required. In addition, the camera is equipped with 
integrated joint gap lighting and a temperature-monitored light. 
This prevents the camera from overheating at maximum light 
intensity.
The camera can be operated in DN 150 pipes upwards. It features 
the proven functionalities of the ORPHEUS such as full rotatability 
of the camera head and automatic panning around joints. In addi-
tion, it has a 10x optical zoom and an integrated laser measure-
ment system with two lasers. With the LaserScan deformation 
and profile measurement, the cross-section or deformation of the 
pipe can be analysed over the entire length of the sewer section.
The measurement is performed during the return journey out of 
the sewer via two laser points positioned on the inner pipe wall. 
The camera is set in rotation and the complete profile of the sec-
tion is scanned. This produces a spiral pattern of laser measuring 
points which are analysed by the software and displayed both in 
graphical form and as a report.
The results provide additional information during inspections for 
the final acceptance of new construction work or in preparation of 
pipe rehabilitation measures. For instance, the ideal sizes of liners 

1) UPC = Upright Picture Control  

Technical System Data ORPHEUS 2/ORPHEUS 3
Type of camera pan and rotate camera
Deployment range from DN 150 upwards
Dimensions  Ø 110 mm· length 160
Push rod operation no
Camera tractor operation yes
Upright picture (UPC) 1) yes

Non-reversed image yes (can be switched on  
optionally via e-flip)

Zoom 10 x optical, optionally 12x digital
Angle of rotation endless
Focus function/range autofocus
TV standard NTSC or PAL
Horizontal picture resolution < 720 TVL
Integrated laser yes, 2 lasers, LaserScan mode 
Integrated locator transmitter optional
Ex protection yes (ORPHEUS 3)
3D-GeoSense optional

Combinable with
IBAK-Fahrwagen T 66, T 76, T86
IBAK control systems BS 3.5, BS 5, BS 7, BS 10, BP 100

Accessories (optional)
Manhole adapter yes

Optional laser-supported 
profile and deformation 
measurement!

are calculated on the basis of the measurements. In this way, the qual-
ity of the subsequent rehabilitation work can be improved. In addition 
to the stated features, the IBAK ORPHEUS 3 is also available with an 
ex protection function. 

Advantages at a Glance
n 360° panning around joints
n Automatic return to zero position
n Recall of programmable viewing positions
n  Power LED lighting can be switched on flexibly 

(temperature-monitored)
n Adjustable lighting brightness
n Joint gap lighting
n Upright picture (UPC)
n  One-push autofocus
n Integrated locator transmitter
n Optional ex protection (ORPHEUS 3)
n Internal pressure monitoring
n Optionally with 3D-GeoSense
n  Optionally with LaserScan profile and  

deformation measurement

LaserScan accuracy 
confirmed by 
the IKT (Institute 
for Underground 
Infrastructure)
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IBAK ORPHEUS 2 HD
IBAK ORPHEUS 3 HD
Pan and Rotate Camera
Deployment range from DN 150 upwards

The IBAK ORPHEUS 2/3  HD is a high resolution pan and rotate camera 
for the full HD sewer inspection system.
IBAK is the pioneer of this technology on the market and provides a 
system which enables videos to be created, transmitted, displayed, 
processed and archived in full HD quality.
The ORPHEUS HD camera is equipped with an image sensor in full HD 
format (1920 x 1080 = 2.08 million pixels) which has approximately 5 
times as many pixels as a conventional PAL sensor. 
Picture transmission is entirely digital, from the generation of the image 
in the camera head through to display and storage in the control unit 
(HDSDI technology). This produces a camera image that is of unrivalled 
quality in terms of resolution and colour fidelity. The full HD resolution of 
the ORPHEUS 2/3 HD is transmitted via optical fibre. With this unique, 
robust transmission technology, no time lag is produced between the 
scan in the pipe and the display on the monitor in the operator‘s section 
of the van. The camera cables with fibre optic conductors are not suscep-
tible to interference and are very hard-wearing. In addition, they can be 
easily cut off and reconnected if they need to be repaired. 

Besides high resolution digital image generation, the ORPHEUS 2/3 
HD has all the important functions of a conventional pan and rotate 
camera such as a 10x optical zoom, automated image routines and 
defects measurement during inspections in the sewer. Like the ana-
logue ORPHEUS camera, the HD version is equipped with 2 lasers with 
which a continuous pipe profile and deformation measurement can 
be performed over the entire length of the sewer section.
The ORPHEUS 3 HD is also available with ex protection.

Advantages at a Glance
n Full HD resolution
n 360° panning around joints
n Automatic return to zero position
n Recall of programmable viewing positions
n  Power LED lighting can be switched on flexibly 

(temperature-monitored)
n Adjustable lighting brightness
n Joint gap lighting
n Upright picture (UPC)
n  One-push autofocus
n Integrated locator transmitter
n Optional ex protection (ORPHEUS 3 HD)
n Internal pressure monitoring
n Optionally with 3D-GeoSense
n  Optionally with LaserScan profile and deformation  

measurement

1) UPC = Upright Picture Control  

Technical System Data ORPHEUS 2 HD/ORPHEUS 3 HD
Type of camera pan and rotate camera
Deployment range from DN 150 upwards
Dimensions  Ø 110 mm · length 170 / 186 mm
Push rod operation no
Camera tractor operation yes
Upright picture (UPC) 1) yes

Non-reversed image yes (can be switched on  
optionally via e-flip)

Zoom 10x optical, 12x digital
Pressure monitoring yes 
Angle of rotation endless
Focus function/range autofocus
TV standard Full HD (SDI)
Horizontal picture resolution 800 TVL
Integrated laser yes, 2 lasers, LaserScan mode  
Integrated locator transmitter optional
Ex protection yes (ORPHEUS 3HD)
3D-GeoSense optional

Combinable with
IBAK camera tractors T 66 HD, T 76 HD, T 86 HD
IBAK control systems BS 5, BS 7
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Technical System Data ARGUS 5
Type of camera pan, tilt and rotate camera
Deployment range from DN 200 upwards
Dimensions ø 120 mm 
Push rod operation no
Camera tractor operation yes
Upright picture (UPC) 1) yes
Non-reversed image yes, ROTAX
Zoom 10x optical, optionally 4x digital
Pressure monitoring yes 2)

Angle of rotation endless
Focus function/range autofocus
TV standard NTSC or PAL
Horizontal picture resolution 460 lines PAL
Integrated laser yes

Integrated locator transmitter no, detection via camera bases 
on the camera tractor

Ex protection optional
3D-GeoSense no

Combinable with
IBAK camera tractors all camera tractors

IBAK control systems BK 3.2 and later, BE 3.2 and  
later, BS 3.5, 5, 7

1.

2.

3.

IBAK ARGUS  5
Pan, Tilt and Rotate Camera
Deployment range from DN 200 upwards

The IBAK ARGUS 5 is a pan, tilt and rotate camera for the inspection of 
mainline sewers of DN 200 upwards. It features first and foremost the 
ROTAX mechanism which has become very well known on the market. 
This panning mechanism permits the camera image of the ARGUS 5 
always to remain erect and non-reversed even when the camera head 
is panned, tilted or rotated so that the viewer can orientate himself 
easily. Besides this decisive additional function, the ARGUS has many 
other useful features. It can be switched over at the push of a button to 
suit the particular requirements of each specific job. Pan mode (view-
ing direction right/left, e.g. for laterals) or tilt mode (viewing direction 
up/down e.g. for pipe inverts) can be chosen with the preselection key. 
The other selectable functions ‚viewing direction  45°‘*, ‚viewing direc-
tion 90°‘ (both in all directions: right / left / up / down), ‚zero position‘ 
and ‚pan automatically around joint‘ ensure high efficiency.

The integrated, brightness-adjustable power LEDs ensure the best possi-
ble illumination both at short and long range so that even pipes with large 
diameters can be inspected without additional lighting. The left- and right-
hand light units, which can be switched on and off separately* and which 
are panned together with the camera head, make it easier to clearly iden-
tify defects and to distinguish them from e.g. filler shadows. In addition, 
the camera features integrated joint gap lighting which can be switched 
on as required and an automatic panning function.
The advantages of an autofocus have been optimised by IBAK with the 
one-push autofocus: whenever the camera pan head changes position 
or returns to zero, the autofocus is triggered once and immediately pro-
duces a sharp image.
The functionality of the laser for diameter, deformation and defects mea-
surement is optimally adapted to the IBAK sewer analysis software.

1.	 	The	ARGUS	5	on	a	T 76	with	
tractor wheels

2.	 	The	ARGUS	5	on	a	T 86	with	an	
ovoid pipe attachment

3.  The ARGUS 5 with the power 
LEDs switched on

1) UPC = Upright Picture Control  
2) LCD indicator and acoustic signal in the control unit

Advantages at a Glance
n  ROTAX mechanism (erect, non-reversed image when the camera 

head is panned, tilted or rotated)
n 360° panning around joints
n Automatic return to zero position
n Recall of programmable viewing positions
n Flexibly brightness-adjustable power LED lighting 
n Joint gap lighting
n  One-push autofocus
n Integrated locator transmitter
n Optional ex protection
n Internal pressure monitoring
n  Laser diameter and deformation measurement

* BS  5 only

2.

3.
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The ARGUS 6 is a pan, tilt and rotate camera for operation in main-
line sewers of DN 200 upwards. It is the first IBAK camera to com-
bine the proven ROTAX pan mechanism with full HD resolution. The 
ROTAX mechanism ensures that the image always remains erect and 
non-reversed when the camera head is panned, tilted or rotated, so 
that the observer can orientate himself in the sewer at all times during 
the inspection.
Thanks to the automatic lighting control system, all images are per-
fectly illuminated so that there is no dazzle in recordings of small 
diameter pipes and image noise is avoided in large diameter pipes. 
Furthermore, the left- and right-hand light units, which can be switched 
on and off separately and which pan with the camera, make it easier 
to clearly identify defects and to distinguish them for example from 
filler shadows. The one-push autofocus immediately provides a sharp 
image again when it is activated manually and after an automatic 
position change of the camera head.
With the integrated laser, it is possible to determine inside diame-
ters and deformations, for example in flexible pipes, and to measure 
defects that can be analysed and displayed with the IBAK sewer anal-
ysis software.

The user-friendly desktop allows both the inspection procedure and 
the analysis to be performed most efficiently. Among other things, 
depending on the job requirement, frequently used functions can be 
switched on with a quick selection key. These include for example the 
viewing direction settings for pan mode, tilt mode and neutral position. 
Automatic panning around joints can also be selected with a shortcut 
key combination. At the same time, the speed can be adjusted to suit 
the inside pipe diameter so that perfect recording quality is achieved 
in all pipe diameters from DN 200 to DN 2000. This speed adjustment 
is possible with all current tractor-operated IBAK HD systems.

The ARGUS 6 is a camera that combines many features which have 
been tried and tested with many years of experience and is therefore 
suitable for a wide variety of uses. Full HD resolution, the ROTAX pan 
mechanism, the automatic lighting control system and an intelligent 
heat management function which ensures a long service life of the 
camera are always on board the ARGUS 6. An explosion-safe version 
of the ARGUS 6 will of course also be available.

IBAK ARGUS  6
Pan, Tilt and Rotate Camera
Deployment range from DN 200 upwards

Advantages at a Glance
n  Full HD resolution
n  ROTAX mechanism (erect, non-reversed image when the camera 

head is panned, tilted or rotated)
n 360° panning around joints
n Automatic return to zero position
n Recall of programmable viewing positions
n  Flexibly brightness-adjustable power LED lighting (temperature-

monitored)
n Joint gap lighting
n  One-push autofocus
n Integrated locator transmitter

Technical System Data ARGUS 6
Type of camera pan, tilt and rotate camera
Deployment range from DN 200 upwards
Dimensions ø 120 mm · length 195 mm
Push rod operation no
Camera tractor operation yes
Upright picture (UPC) 1) yes
Non-reversed image yes, ROTAX
Zoom 10x optical, optionally 12x digital
Pressure monitoring 2 integrated pressure sensors

Aperture function manually, automatic, can be 
operated by remote control

TV standard HD, Full HD
Horizontal picture resolution 800 TVL
Integrated laser yes

Integrated locator transmitter no, detection via camera bases 
on the camera tractor

Explosion protection optional
Optional accessories optional

Combinable with
IBAK camera tractors T 66 HD, T 76 HD, T 86 HD
IBAK control systems BS 5, BS 7
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Technical System Data CERBERUS
Type of camera handheld axial camera
Deployment range inspection on foot of man-size sewers
Push rod operation no
Camera tractor operation no
Upright picture (UPC) 1) no
Non-reversed image no
Zoom 10x optical, optionally 4x digital
Pressure monitoring yes 2) 
Focus function/range autofocus
TV standard NTSC or PAL
Horizontal picture resolution 460 lines PAL
Integrated laser yes
Integrated locator  
transmitter no

Ex protection no
3D-GeoSense no

Combinable with

IBAK coilers/winches KW 305/310/505 
(extension kit required)

IBAK control systems BS 3.5, 5, 7
IBAK extension kit yes

The IBAK CERBERUS is an ideal extension to all IBAK inspection sys-
tems for the optical condition assessment of man-size sewers.
The CERBERUS is a handheld inspection camera of low weight with 
an ergonomically designed holder and automatic shutter and focus 
functions that can be activated as required. The camera features all 
desirable camera functions, such as a 10x optical zoom, autofocus 
and an automatic/manual shutter.

The CERBERUS is connected to the TV system via an extension kit. 
Continuous voice contact is possible between the operator and the 
inspector. A headset ensures interference-free communication via the 
camera cable. In this way the operator and the inspector can cooper-
ate with each other to perform specialised inspection tasks.
Two durable high-power LED lights and the 10x optical zoom lens are 
particularly useful for showing up cracks and small defects.
The projection of two laser points at a defined distance from each 
other enables the inspector to easily estimate relative dimensions in 
the TV picture, calculate the size of cracks and thus efficiently evalu-
ate the condition of the sewer.

Advantages at a Glance
n Automatic shutter and focus functions
n Autofocus 
n 10x optical zoom
n 2 power LED lights for best possible illumination
n Internal pressure monitoring
n Connectable to vehicle-installed TV systems
n Laser for easier measurement of the width of cracks
n Voice communication with the inspector on foot

The operator in the van and the  
inspector on foot communicate via 
an intercom system

IBAK CERBERUS
Handheld Axial Camera
Inspection on foot of  
large-diameter sewers

1) UPC = Upright picture control 
2) LCD indicator and acoustic signal in the control unit
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The ASPECTA is a manhole zoom camera (also known as an electronic 
sewer mirror) which makes it possible to have a look into associated 
sewers from a manhole without having to enter this. 
The ASPECTA is used to check the operational status and can be uti-
lized for instance to plan needs-based sewer cleaning and additional 
inspection measures. Thus, the ASPECTA is a simple, rapid and low 
cost instrument for scheduling required measures. Thanks to the high 
zoom factor (30 x optical) and the lighting which is adequate even in 
large diameter sewers, a view is also possible into parts of sewer sec-
tions a long way from the manhole. 
The camera is placed in the manhole with the aid of a telescopic rod 
and positioned in front of the sewer. A mounted base to place the 
camera in the invert and a motor-driven pan mechanism make for 
easier, precise handling. The standard exchangeable storage battery 
used is an uncomplicated form of power supply, as the batteries can 
be easily obtained and charged. To operate the ASPECTA, you have 
the choice between the control console BP 2 and the control console 
BP 100, both of which can also be used with the other portable IBAK 
systems.

Advantages at a Glance
n Rapid check of operational status
n Power LED lights for best possible illumination
n Easy to operate 
n Big zoom factor (30x)
n Integrated distance measurement
n Bipod for easy handling
n Fully integrated PC in the control console
n Digital transfer of captured data (IKAS Cleaner) 

IBAK ASPECTA
Manhole Zoom Camera
Electronic Sewer Mirror

Technical System Data ASPECTA
Type of camera tilt head camera
Deployment range DN 150 – DN 1200
Dimensions Ø 123 mm, length 136 mm
Push rod operation no
Camera tractor operation no
Upright picture (UPC) 1) no
Non-reversed image no
Zoom 30x optical, 32x digital
Pressure monitoring no
TV standard NTSC or PAL
Picture resolution 700 lines, horizontal
Integrated laser yes, for distance measurement
Ex protection no

Combinable with
IBAK control systems BP 2, BP 100

Accessories

Bipod aluminium, adjustable from  
109 cm – 180 cm

Manhole grid work grid Ø 670 mm
The IKAS Cleaner cleaning 
software enables the job data 
acquired after cleaning to be 
transferred digitally to the sewer 
data manager software. This 
data can now be supplemented 
by the ASPECTA image infor-
mation so that paper-free data 
communication is established 
between the cleaning vehicle and 
the information system.

1) UPC = Upright Picture Control 
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IBAK RETRUS 2/ 
RETRUS 2 HD
Back-Eye Camera
Deployment range  
from DN 100 upwards

Technical System Data RETRUS
Type of camera back-eye camera
Deployment range from DN 100 upwards
Push rod operation no
Camera tractor opera-
tion yes

Upright picture (UPC) 1) fixed by the camera tractor
Non-reversed image fixed by the camera tractor
Zoom no
Pressure monitoring yes 2) 

Shutter function fixed diaphragm, remote-controlled 
electronic shutter

Focus function/range fixed focus
TV standard PAL/NTSC, Full HD
Horizontal picture  
resolution 700 TVL,1100 TVL

Integrated laser no
Ex protection optional
3D-GeoSense no

Combinable with
IBAK camera tractors all camera tractors
IBAK control systems all BS modelsThe IBAK RETRUS is a back-eye camera which can be used with all 

IBAK camera tractors. The RETRUS allows easier and safer revers-
ing in many situations. Problematic areas detected during forward 
travel, such as protruding obstructions, damage and displacements 
are recognised during reversal, so that the operator can react accord-
ingly and prevent damage to the system. 
Ingenious synchronisation between the IBAK winches and the IBAK 
camera tractors guarantees a maximum range at a constant speed 
and fast automated reversal. However, there are situations where it 
is advisable to supervise the reversing procedure with a back-eye 
camera. 
The RETRUS also offers invaluable advantages when it comes to 
reversing when the winch is disengaged (with the synchronisation 
switched off). The danger of the camera tractor running over the 
camera cable is minimised with the RETRUS back-eye camera. 

Advantages at a Glance
n Convenient, safe operation when reversing
n Integrated LED lighting
n Internal pressure monitoring
n Optional ex protection
n Easy retrofit thanks to modular design (plug-in unit)

1) UPC = Upright Picture Control  
2) LCD-Anzeige und akustisches Signal im Bediengerät
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1. 2.

3. 4.

5.

1.	 The	T 66	with	a	CC2.1	and	the	ORION
2.	 The	T 66	with	a	CC2.1,the	ORION	and	granulated	wheels
3.	 The	T 66	with	a	CC2.1,	the	ORION	and	wheels	with	tread
4.	 	The	T 66	with	a	CCT2.1,	the	ARGUS	5	and	the	camera	tractor	attach-

ment	FW 66
5.	 The	T 66	HD	with	a	CC2-8HD	and	the	ORION	3

IBAK T 66 / T 66 HD
Camera Tractor
Deployment range from DN 100 upwards

The IBAK T 66 is a versatile camera tractor for the inspection of sew-
ers of DN 100 upwards.
A variety of camera connections, wheel sets and a camera tractor 
attachment make it possible to configure the T 66 optimally for dif-
ferent requirements. All IBAK cameras can be operated with the T 
66/T 66 HD. Even when it is used with the two largest zoom cameras 
ORPHEUS or ARGUS 5, it achieves good stability and traction. The HD 
version, the T 66 HD, which can be combined with the ORION 3 or the 
ORPHEUS 2/3 HD, is an important component of full HD inspection 
systems. 
With the swivel, folding camera connection CC1.1 or CC1-8HD for the 
ORION HD, the T 66 / T 66HD can cope with limited space. As the 
folding connector of the camera cable can also bend horizontally and 
vertically, the camera tractor can be easily inserted into any pipe of DN 
100 and upwards, or through compact manholes and maintenance 
openings. 

The T 66 / T 66HD can master large-diameter pipes, for instance with 
the camera tractor attachment FW 66 and the CC5.1 or the CC5-8HD.
The T 66 is equipped with an electronic stabilising function (ATC = 
automatic tilt compensation). This function provides active overturn 
protection and ensures that the camera tractor always moves in the 
pipe invert. 
As the T 66 is of modular design and only a single tool is required to 
mount the individual components, short set-up times for adapting the 
camera tractor to the pipe are achieved, thus enabling efficient work-
ing procedures. 

The T 66 can be equipped with useful additional functions such as 
temperature and tilt measurement.

CC1.1

CC2.1

CC5.1

Illustrations show similar products

Technical System Data T 66/T 66 HD
Deployment range from DN 100 upwards
Steerable yes
Speed continuously adjustable
Folding plug bends horizontally and vertically
Pressure monitoring yes 1) 

ATC overturn protection 2) yes
Ex protection optional

Combinable with

IBAK cameras

T 66: all camera tractor cameras 4)  
except HD 
T 66  HD: all camera tractor came-
ras 3) 4) 

IBAK cable winches T 66: all cable winches  
T 66  HD: KW 310 HD, KW 505 HD

IBAK control systems
T 66: BS 3.5, BE 3.5, BS 5, BS 7, BS 
10, BP 100 
T 66  HD: BS 5, BS 7

1) LCD indicator and acoustic signal in the control unit
2)  ATC = automatic tilt compensation = electronic stabilising function
3) Adapter required, depending on the camera
4) NANO/NANO L from version T 66.1 (2016) onwards
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Technical System Data T 76 / T 76 HD
Deployment range from DN 150 upwards
Steerable yes
Speed continuously adjustable
Folding plug bends horizontally and vertically
Pressure monitoring 2 integrated pressure sensors 1) 

ATC overturn protec-
tion 2) yes

Ex protection optional

Combinable with

IBAK cameras

T 76: all camera tractor cameras ex-
cept purely HD cameras  
T 76  HD: all camera tractor came-
ras 3)

IBAK cable winches T 76: all cable winches
T 76  HD: KW 310 HD, KW 505 HD

IBAK control systems T 76: BS 3.5, BS 5, BS 7, BS 10, BP 100 
T 76 HD: BS 5, BS  7

1) LCD indicator and acoustic signal in the control unit
2) ATC = automatic tilt compensation = electronic stabilising function 
3) Adapter required, depending on the cameraThe IBAK T 76 is a robust and steerable camera tractor for the inspec-

tion of sewers from DN 150 upwards. It can be operated with all ana-
logue camera tractor cameras.
In combination with a lowering device, the folding camera cable con-
nector which can bend horizontally and vertically and the flexible cam-
era connection assure easy handling. The camera tractor can be easily 
and conveniently introduced into any pipe of DN 150 upwards – with 
the corresponding accessories also through manholes with diameters 
of DN 300 and DN 400.

1.		 	The	T	76	HD	with	the	ORPHEUS	2	HD,	an	electric	height-adjusting	unit	
and air tyres

2.	 The	T 76	with	camera	connection	CB 3	
3.	 	The	T 76	with	camera	connection	CB 3,	the	ARGUS	5	and	an	electric	

height-adjusting	unit
4.	 The	T 76	HD	with	the	ARGUS	6

2.

3.

4.

1.

IBAK T 76 / T 76 HD
Camera Tractor
Deployment range  
from DN 150 upwards

With the wheel sets supplied with the camera tractor and the optional 
electronic height-adjusting unit, inspections with the camera centred 
in the pipe are possible in pipe diameters of up to DN 700. For pipes 
with larger diameters, suitable accessories are available.
The T 76 has an electronic stabilising function which automatically 
guides the camera tractor back into the pipe invert if its position devi-
ates. All components and sub-assemblies are designed for maximum 
robustness and reliability.
The T 76 is designed as a modular system consisting of the tractor 
base, the camera base, a height-adjusting unit and wheels. The cam-
era tractor can be easily set up and reconfigured as necessary in a 
few steps.
It can be equipped with a tilt measurement function and a temperature 
measuring module. Furthermore, the T 76 is compatible with the LISY 
lateral inspection module which enables laterals to be inspected from 
the mainline sewer. Just like the small T 66 and the larger T86, the T 
76 is also available in an HD version. 
Both the ORION 3 and the ORPHEUS 2/3 HD can be connected to the 
T 76 HD. Analogue cameras can also be operated via an adapter. This 
makes the T 76 the most flexible camera tractor in the IBAK portfolio.
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IBAK T 86 / T 86 HD
Camera Tractor
Deployment range  
from DN 200 upwards

1) LCD indicator and acoustic signal in the control unit
2) ATC = automatic tilt compensation = electronic stabilising function 
3) Adapter required, depending on the camera

Technical System Data T 86 / T 86 HD
Deployment range from DN 200 upwards
Steerable no
Speed continuously adjustable
Folding plug bends horizontally and vertically
Pressure monitoring yes 1) 
ATC overturn protec-
tion 2) no

Ex protection optional

Combinable with

IBAK cameras

T 86: all camera tractor cameras  
except purely HD cameras  
T 86  HD: all camera tractor  
cameras 3)

IBAK cable winches T 86: all cable winches
T 86  HD: KW 310 HD, KW 505 HD

IBAK control systems T 86: all models 
T 86 HD: BS 5, BS  7

1.	 The	T  86	with	camera	connection	CB 3	
2.	 	The	T  86	with	camera	connection	CB 3,	the	 

ARGUS	5	and	an	electric	height-adjusting	unit

The IBAK T86 is an efficient camera tractor for the inspection of pipes 
of DN 200 upwards. With its powerful drive, it enables pipes to be 
negotiated effectively even over long distances.
The electrically adjustable height-adjusting unit, which is available as 
an option, positions the camera optimally in the sewer. Together with 
the lowering device, the folding camera cable connector which can 
bend horizontally and vertically and the flexible camera connection 
ensure simple and safe introduction of the camera tractor into the pipe. 
After the inspection, the tractor‘s fast reverse speed makes it possible 
to finish the work procedures quickly. 
All components and sub-assemblies feature maximum robustness 
and reliability. 
Both the T 76 (see previous page) and the T86 are designed as a mod-
ular system consisting of the camera tractor base, the camera base, 
an electric height-adjusting unit and wheels. The set-up of the cam-
era tractor can be individually adapted using various sets of wheels, 
additional weights and the back-eye camera. Both tractors can be 
equipped accordingly as required in just a few steps. 
Like the T 76, the camera tractor can be supplemented with tilt and 
temperature measurement functions and the LISY lateral inspection 
module. 

1.

2.
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Technical System Data LISY 3

Deployment range from DN 150 (T 76) upwards,  
from DN 200 upwards (T 86)

Steerable yes (T 76), no (T 86)
Speed depends on the camera tractor
Folding plug on camera tractor T 76 / T86
Pressure monitoring yes1) 

ATC 2) depends on the camera tractor
Ex protection optional
Height adjustment mechanical (up to DN 300 inclusively)

Combinable with

IBAK cameras NANO, NANO L, POLARIS, ORION, ORION L, 
ORION 3, ORION 3L

IBAK camera  
tractors T 76, T 86, T 76 HD, T 86 HD

IBAK coilers /  
winches

KW LISY Synchron  
plus KW 305 /310 / 505

IBAK control systems BS 3.5, 5, 7

The	photos	show	examples,	current	models	may	vary.

1) LCD indicator and acoustic signal in the control unit
2) ATC = automatic tilt compensation = electronic stabilising function

IBAK LISY 3
Lateral Inspection Module 
for T  76 and T 86
Deployment range from  
DN 150 upwards

The IBAK LISY 3 module turns the IBAK camera tractors T 76 and T86 
into a lateral inspection system. It can be operated in mainline sewers 
of DN 150 upwards.
A folding joint allows easy entry into sewers, even where there is a bend 
in the invert. With the height-adjusting elements of modular design, the 
camera tractor with LISY 3 can be adapted to the pipe diameter without 
any difficulty. 
Using LISY 3, laterals of DN 100 upwards can be inspected from main-
line sewers. The plug-in LISYCam 3 control camera, which is used to 
continuously monitor the position of the equipment and which assists 
with introducing and pushing forward the inspection camera, assures a 
seamless workflow.
For cleaning and inspection in a single operation, a PHOBOS series 
flushing nozzle can be attached to the push rod of the KW LISY Syn-
chron winch. In combination with an appropriate camera, the LISY is 
3D-GeoSense capable so that the inspection and the pipe run scan can 

be performed in a single operation. The push rod can be driven forwards 
either in flushing mode or purely under electric power. The speed of 
advance is very high and can be freely selected. For the flushing model 
of the 3D-GeoSense pipe run measurement system and/or the hydro-
static level measuring function, a precalibrated camera and a PHOBOS 
3D flushing nozzle are required. Measurement of the hydrostatic level 
enables the height to be determined more precisely still (the z coordi-
nate is measured accurately to one centimetre).
The pipe run measurement can also be performed in push rod opera-
tion without flushing; in addition to a calibrated camera, this requires a 
DEIMOS camera guide.
In combination with the T 76 / T86 camera tractor, the LISY 3 is a robust 
and durable inspection system which meets individual requirements 
and impresses not only with its high speed of advance but also with its 
ease of operation.

Advantages at a Glance
n  Supplementation of the T 76 or T86 with satellite inspec-

tion in modular form 
n Flexibly deployable in various pipe diameters 
n Folding joint for easy insertion in pipes
n Combinable with numerous IBAK push rod cameras
n  Deployable both in purely electric push rod operation or 

in flushing mode
n High, continuously selectable speed of advance
n Optional ex protection
n  Can be used with 3D-GeoSense and hydrostatic level 

measurement
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IBAK PANORAMO 4K
Camera System / 3D Scanner
Deployment range from  
DN 200 upwards

Travelling direction 

Technical System Data PANORAMO 4K
Deployment range from DN 200 upwards
Steerable no

Speed continuously adjustable,  
max. 35 cm / sec.

Folding plug bends horizontally and vertically
Pressure monitoring 2 integrated pressure sensors 1) 

ATC 2) no
Ex protection optional
Viewer software IBAK PANORAMO Viewer (freeware)

Combinable with
IBAK cameras not applicable 
IBAK cable winches KW 310 (4K), KW 505 (4K)
IBAK control systems BS  5, BS 7

1.	 Projecting	obstacle	seen	in	travelling	direction
2.	 Projecting	obstacle	seen	against	the	travelling	direction
3.  PANORAMO unfolded view for a rapid overview of the complete ins-

pection

Unlike conventional inspection technology with pan and rotate cam-
eras, no video recording is made with the IBAK PANORAMO 4K. Hemi-
spherical photos are taken with high-resolution 4K digital cameras 
equipped with 185° fisheye lenses and mounted at the front and rear 
of the camera tractor. These photos are then put together to form 360° 
spherical images, thus enabling all angles of view to be displayed, so 
that a true 3D interior view of the complete pipe is created.
With the XENON flashlighting that was specially developed by IBAK for 
PANORAMO technology, pin sharp images are created. Image blurring 
due to continuous lighting at the high inspection speed of 35 cm per 
second is prevented. This ensures 4K images of high quality where all 
details remain pin sharp even when zoomed. The output consists of 
a virtual 3D film, an unfolded view (view of the unfolded inner surface 
of the pipe in 2D) and, if required, video sequences e.g. to additionally 
show flowing water. This technology forms the basis for the compre-
hensive identification, documentation and measurement of defects 
and for the future use of PANORAMO ArtIST (Artificial Intelligence 

1. 2.

3.

Position A: 
Photo with the front camera

Position B: 
Photo with the rear camera

Software Tool). PANORAMO ArtIST is built upon software which rec-
ognises defects and branch sewers, etc. automatedly using artificial 
intelligence techniques and helps the operator to identify and docu-
ment defects more efficiently and partially automatically. PANORAMO 
technology provides an optimum foundation for this because 100% of 
the pipe is analysed and not only partial areas of it as may be the case 
with pan and rotate camera inspections.

Advantages at a Glance
n New 4K resolution
n High inspection speed (35 cm/s)
n True 3D interior view of the pipe and unfolded view
n Supplementary video recording function
n  Efficient operation as inspections are performed separately from 

the analysis in the office
n  Optimum basis for application of PANORAMO ArtIST for assisted 

identification of defects by means of artificial intelligence

1) LCD indicator and acoustic signal in the control unit
2) ATC = automatic tilt compensation = electronic stabilising function

185° 185°
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IBAK PANORAMO 150 4K
Camera System / 3D Scanner
Deployment range from  
DN 150 upwards

Technical System Data PANORAMO 150 4K
Deployment range from DN 150 upwards
Steerable yes
Speed continuously adjustable
Folding plug bends horizontally and vertically
Pressure monitoring yes 
ATC 1) yes
Ex protection optional
Height-adjusting unit yes, mechanical

Combinable with
IBAK cameras not applicable
IBAK cable winches KW 310 (4K), KW 505 (4K)
IBAK control systems BS  5, BS  7

The IBAK PANORAMO 150 4K is a steerable camera system for oper-
ation in DN 150 pipes upwards. Just like the PANORAMO (for DN 200 
upwards) which has already been tried and tested for many years and 
the manhole camera PANORAMO SI, it uses the proven 3D scanner 
technology - the operator obtains a complete recording of the entire 
inspection as a 3D film and also an unfolded view. The inestimable 
advantage is that condition assessment can be performed in the office 
at any time, independently of the inspection in the sewer – just as if the 
inspector were actually live on site. The observer can move freely in the 
sewer without any limitations to the view, stop at any position, do a 360° 
pan, zoom, look into branch sewers and even to the rear. So all objects 
such as displaced joints and protruding connections, etc. can be viewed 
in detail from all sides. 
The PANORAMO 150 4K is eminently suitable for the inspection of 200 
mm pipes that have been rehabilitated with a liner. Needless to say, var-
ious rims and wheels to suit different diameters and also wheels with a 
tread and granulated wheels are available for the PANORAMO 150 4K. 
With the mechanical height-adjusting unit and power LED lighting, big-
ger diameters can also be handled so that the PANORAMO 150 4K con-
stitutes a flexible and versatile enhancement to the PANORAMO family.

1) ATC = automatic tilt compensation = electronic stabilising function

Comparison	of	sizes	between	the	PANORAMO	4K	
and	the	PANORAMO	150	4K

1.

2.

1.	 The	PANORAMO	150	4K	with	granulated	wheels
2.	 The	PANORAMO	150	4K	with	wheels	with	tread

Advantages at a Glance
n New 4K resolution
n High inspection speed (25 cm/s)
n True 3D interior view of the pipe and unfolded view
n Supplementary video recording function
n  Efficient operation as inspections are performed separately from 

the analysis in the office
n  Optimum basis for application of PANORAMO ArtIST for assisted 

identification of defects by means of artificial intelligence



Left	mouse	button:	 
navigate in all directions 
(360°,	continuously)

Für	eine	schnelle	Übersicht	ist	es	möglich,	sich	die	
Abwicklung	des	Rohres	anzeigen	zu	lassen.

Right	mouse	button:	
Acceleration down-
wards

Right	mouse	button:	move	forward	
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PANORAMO	SI	4K	mobil The	PANORAMO	4K	SI	in	a	van	–	the	winch	can	be	removed	
easily	from	the	van	and	converted	into	a	mobile	system	in	a	
few	steps	with	quick-acting	fasteners.

Technical System Data

Deployment range from DN 300 upwards, manhole  
inspection

Pressure monitoring yes 
Ex protection optional

Combinable with
IBAK cable winches KW 310, KW 505, KW SI 
IBAK control sys-
tems BS  5, BS 7, laptop (with KW SI)

With the IBAK PANORAMO SI 4K, the striking advantages of PAN-
ORAMO technology are also available for manhole inspection. The 
result is a complete, rapid optical condition assessment of manholes.
The 3D-scanner uses two high resolution digital cameras with distor-
tion-free wide-angle lenses that were specially designed for this pur-
pose. The cameras scan the entire interior of the manhole optically in 
a single vertical movement and in only a few seconds. The digitally 
transmitted images are immediately live at the operator‘s disposal. 
Condition assessment can be performed optionally in the office or 
directly at the job site.
Unlike the video from a conventional pan and rotate camera in which 
only the view in the camera‘s line of vision at the time of the inspec-
tion is stored, the IBAK PANORAMO SI 4K viewer software provides 
a comprehensive manhole inspection. The inspector can stop at any 
position in the manhole, do a 360° pan, zoom and save still photos.
At the same time, an unfolded view of the manhole can be generated. 
This provides a rapid overview of the condition of the structure and 
enables objects on the manhole walls to be measured. 
The PANORAMO SI manhole inspection option of the IBAK IKAS sewer 
analysis software is available for further analysis. With this option, 
PANORAMO SI films are analysed in a simple and efficient manner. 
This results in inspection reports and inspection data that are suited to 
all commonly used data interfaces. With the licence-free IBAK viewer 
software, the customer, too, has a comprehensive overview.

The PANORAMO SI 4K can be operated with both vehicle-installed sys-
tems (KW310 (4K) and KW505 (4K) with BS 7 or BS 5) and with the 
new KW SI with 12m of camera cable and a laptop.

IBAK PANORAMO SI 4K
3D-Scanner for Manhole Inspection
Deployment range from DN 300 upwards

Advantages at a Glance
n New 4K resolution
n  Efficient operation as inspections are performed  

separately from the analysis in the office
n  Flexible deployment possibilities  

(with vehicle-installed systems or mobile equipment)
n  Can be space-savingly installed in a compact van in 

combination with the KW SI
n  Deployable with a mobile rack at hard-to-access  

manholes 
n  Can be used very efficiently in a van, without the  

system having to be carried from manhole to manhole
n  Flexible, compact power supply depending on the field of 

application
n  Combines the advantages of a permanently installed 

system with those of a mobile system 
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MainLite fit
- KW 206
- BP 100
- T 76
-  ORPHEUS

MainLite 
solid

- KW 206/306
- BS 10
- T 66
-  ORION

Technical System Data KW 206/306 for MainLite KT 156 for MainLite
Product classification cable winch cable winch
Max. cable length 200 m / 300 m 150 m / 180 m

Width x height x depth KW 206: 360x410x650
KW 306: 430x410x650

420x660x770

Weight

KW 206: approx. 44 kg  
   with cable
KW 306: approx. 54 kg  
   with cable
Mobile rack approx. 12 kg

approx. 41 kg with cable

Length measurement / 
indicator yes yes

Motor-driven yes yes
Cable level wind device yes yes
Remote control no nein
Protection class IP 55 IP 55
Emergency stop switch yes no

Combinable with
IBAK cameras all analogue IBAK cameras all analogue IBAK cameras
IBAK camera tractors T 66, T 76 T 66, T 76
IBAK control systems BS 10, BP 100 BP 100

The flexible, compact MainLite camera tractor system is available 
both for vehicle installation (MainLite solid) or as a portable system 
(MainLite fit, MainLite easy).

MainLite easy
The portable solution with 150/180 m of cable
The MainLite easy is a portable system with 150/180 m cable and 
consists of the BP 100 control panel and the electrically driven  
KT 156 cable winch. The KT 156 holds 150/180 metres of camera cable.  
A drive motor makes it easier to wind on cable. The compact design, 
the big wheels and the folding transport handle make inspections pos-
sible at hard-to-access locations that cannot be reached by a vehicle 
or even with the MainLite fit. Thanks to its low weight, it can be trans-
ported by one person. To operate the system, all you need is a 230 volt 
power source.

MainLite fit
The portable solution with up to 300 m of cable
Most of IBAK‘s analogue cameras and the T 66 and T 76 camera trac-
tors can be operated with this system. For example, a T 66 can be 
operated with the ORION camera in small diameter pipes from DN 

KW 206/KW 306, MainLite
The professional, flexible system
for mainline sewer inspection

100 upwards or a T 76 camera tractor with an ORPHEUS 2 camera in 
bigger diameters from DN 150 upwards. The MainLite fit consists of 
the versatile control console BP 100 with a 10-inch touchscreen and 
two joysticks to operate the camera and the camera tractor. With the 
mobile rack, the motor-driven winches with 200 metres (KW 206) or 
300 metres of camera cable (KW 306) can be transported to locations 
which are hard to access with a vehicle. With the integrated seat, you 
can also work comfortably outside of the inspection van. 

MainLite solid
The solution for vehicle installation  
with up to 300 m of cable
The MainLite solid is identical to the MainLite fit-system, except that 
it is designed for vehicle installation. Just as with the MainLite fit sys-
tem, customers can also use the BP 100 control unit in the vehicle or 
opt for a version with a built-in PC, a keyboard and a control console 
with joysticks (BP 10). The inspection vehicle can be operated option-
ally with a 200 metre (KW 206) or a 300 metre cable winch (KW 306).
The MainLite fit and the MainLite solid system can be equipped both 
with IKAS mini and IKAS evolution and provide all possibilities for pro-
fessional sewer inspection with these software versions.

MainLite easy

- KT 156
- BP 100
- T66
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KW 305 / 310 / 505
Cable winches with integrated boom 
Fully automatic, motor-driven

Technical System Data
Product classification fully automatic, motor-driven KW

Max. cable length
KW 305: 300 m
KW 310: 300 m
KW 505: 500/600 m*

Length measurement / 
indicator

yes – indicator on the monitor and 
at the cable winch

Motor-driven yes
Cable level wind device yes, automatic
Remote control yes
Emergency stop switch yes
Hoist 1) yes
Workplace light yes

Combinable with

IBAK camera tractors
KW 305: T 66 / T 76 / T86
KW 310: all 
KW 505: all 

IBAK control systems
KW 305: BS 3.5
KW 310: BS 5, BS  7 
KW 505: BS 5, BS  7

IBAK camera systems KW 305: all except for PANORAMO 
KW 310/ 505: all camera systems

IBAK extension kit yes

1.	 	IBAK	KW	305 / 310/ 505,	cable	guide	device	 
for hard-to-access manholes

2.	 IBAK	KW	305 / 310 / 505,	foot-operated	switch	for	the	hoist
3.	 IBAK	KW	305 / KW	505,	PANORAMO	SI	positioning	pulley

The IBAK KW 305, KW 310 and KW 505 are fully automatic, motor-
driven cable winches that hold up to 600 m of camera cable (KW 505 
with BS  5). All three are designed for operation with IBAK camera trac-
tors and cameras. The IBAK LISY with the T 76 or T86 is also operated 
with the KW 305/310/505 in combination with the LISY winches. The 
IBAK camera systems PANORAMO 4K, PANORAMO 150 4K and PAN-
ORAMO SI 4K can be operated fully digitally with the KW 310 and the 
KW 505 (4K version). All IBAK full HD cameras can also be connected 
to the KW 310 or the KW505 with a fibre optic cable.
The integrated traction regulating device of these winches synchro-
nises camera tractor and cable winch operation. The cable is paid out 
from and wound onto the winch in accordance with the speed of the 
camera tractor. This intelligent regulating system prevents the cam-
era tractor from running over the camera cable and at the same time 
ensures that the camera tractor reverses at a consistent speed. 
The swivel boom of the winches enables the camera system to be 
positioned properly over the manhole. The camera system can then be 
lowered safely and accurately into the manhole with the hoist, whilst 
the integrated workplace light provides optimum illumination of the 
manhole opening.

The automatic cable level wind device ensures that the camera cable 
is wound evenly onto the winch. 
In addition, the user can take advantage of the autostop function. 
This stops the camera tractor automatically at freely definable posi-
tions when it is moving in reverse. This is particularly useful when 
it is approaching the entry manhole – another example of the great 
user-friendliness of IBAK inspection systems.
The cable winches KW 310 and KW 505 transmit the images digitally 
and without loss or interference. With full HD and PANORAMO sys-
tems, a robust fibre optic (FO) cable is used for this purpose. With the 
KW 305, a coaxial cable is employed for analogue video transmission. 
The cable winch KW 505 can hold a maximum of 600 metres of cam-
era cable, in combination with a BS 5.

1.

2.

3.

KW	305

KW	505

1) to introduce the camera system into the sewer 
* in combination with control system BS 5
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Technical System Data

Product classification cable winch with camera cable and 
push rod for operation with IBAK LISY

Max. cable length 180 m (including 40 m of push rod)
Length measurement /
indicator/ 

not applicable, integrated in the  
KW 305 / 310 / 505 

Motor-driven yes
Cable level wind device yes, automatic
Remote control yes
Emergency stop 
switch yes

Hoist 1) not applicable, integrated in the 
KW 305 / 310 / 505 

Combinable with

IBAK cameras
NANO, NANO L, POLARIS,  
ORION, ORION L, ORION 3,  
ORION 3 L

IBAK camera systems LISY 3 
IBAK control systems BS 3.5, BS 5, BS 7

1) to introduce the camera into the sewer

The KW LISY Synchron supplies power to the cameras that are con-
nected to the IBAK LISY inspection system. The motor-driven KW LISY 
Synchron which is permanently installed in the inspection van holds 180 
metres of camera cable. 40 metres of this are what is known as Magic 
Push Rod. This is a guide hose that combines the camera cable and the 
push rod. This semi-rigid propulsion hose features excellent bend-pass-
ing capability and at the same time provides powerful forward drive and 
permits long ranges in push rod operation during lateral inspection from 
the mainline sewer.
With the KW LISY Synchron, paying out and winding on the cable is auto-
matically synchronised by means of an electronic regulator to the speed 
of the cable winch (e.g. the KW 305 or the KW 505) and the LISY 3 cam-
era tractor connected to this. This permits particularly convenient and 
efficient working procedures. At the same time, the speed of the forward 
drive can be adjusted by varying the degree of deflection of the joystick. 
This presents a great advantage, last but not least for 3D-GeoSense 
measurements. For even greater perfection in the field of lateral inspec-
tion from mainline sewers, a plug-in LISY push rod (for use exclusively 
in areas without explosion hazard) has been developed for the KW LISY 
Synchron. This makes the Magic Push Rod much easier to replace (e.g. in 
the case of a defect). In addition, the Magic Push Rod can be exchanged 
for a camera cable with a length of 40 metres to work in flushing mode.

IIBAK	LISY	3 / T 76	=>	 
connected	to	a	KW	505

KW	LISY	Synchron:	 
up	to	180	m	of	camera	cable	 
with	40 m	of	push	rod

Cable	winch	IBAK	KW	505

IBAK	ORION	L	=>connected	 
to	a	LISY	Synchron

KW	LISY	Synchron

Example of Use

KW LISY Synchron
Cable winch for IBAK LISY operation
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MicroLite
Compact Push Rod Camera System
Deployment range from DN 50 upwards
with permanently installed cameras 
from DN 70 upwards with exchangeable  
camera

The IBAK MicroLite is a compact push rod camera system for the 
inspection of house and estate drainage systems. 
It features ease of operation via any of the control consoles BP 1, BP 2 
or BP 100. These are equipped with a 10-inch touchscreen and option-
ally also with one (BP 2) or two joysticks (BP 100).
Thanks to intuitive menu guidance, the systems can be reliably oper-
ated after only a short training period. Text can be entered or photo 
and video files can be saved (MPEG 4 AVC/H.264) on the integrated 
PC with IKAS recorder software. Data is exchanged via a USB stick or 
a wireless adapter USB stick.
With its weight of approx. 16.5 kilograms, the MicroLite is a favour-
ably-priced, compact entry-level model. Two different versions of this 
small coiler for push rod operation are available: the MicroLite with 
a BP 1 and 30 metres of push rod and a permanently installed axial 

camera type AxialCam. This version permits inspections to be per-
formed in DN 50 upwards and is eminently suitable if the section to be 
inspected requires a particularly bend-capable push rod. 
The second version is a MicroLite with a BP 2 and 40 metres of a 
rather more rigid push rod with a plug-in AxialCam 2 or the small pan 
and rotate camera NANO. With this system, lateral inspections are 
possible in DN 70 pipes upwards with an AxialCam 2 or in DN 80 pipes 
upwards with NANO/NANO L for longer ranges.

The control consoles of both versions are equipped with basic IKAS 
recorder software with which videos and still photos can be captured. 
Depending on the requirements on inspections and transfer of the 
inspection data, the software versions IKAS mini or IKAS evolution can 
be installed optionally.

MicroLite with a permanently installed 
axial camera

with an exchangeable  
camera

Deployment range from DN 50 upwards ab DN 70
Magic Push Rod 30 m, ø 12mm –
Perfect Push Rod – 40 m, ø  8,6 mm
Width x height x depth 350 x 570 x 470 mm (without the control console)
Weight of coiler approx. 16.5 kg, with coiler drum, push rod and camera

Data storage text input or storage of image or video files (MPEG 4 AVC/H.264) 
on the integrated PC, data exchange via USB 3.0

Length measurement / 
indicator yes yes

Power Pack 18VDC 4 Ah (Li-ion), 2 off* 18VDC 4 Ah (Li-Ion), 2 off*
Power pack
Combinable with
IBAK cameras AxialCam  

(permanently installed)
AxialCam 2 (plug-in camera),
NANO, NANO L

Control console BP 1, BP 2, BP 100 BP 1**,	BP 2, BP 100

MicroLite with 
BP 1 and integrated 
(not	plug-in)	AxialCam

The	AxialCam,	the	NANO	and	the	NANO	L	can	be	
connected to the MicroLite with the 40 metre coiler 
drum.

The MicroLite version with the camera change option 
is	operated	with	BP	1**,	BP	2	or	BP	100.

* not included in the scope of supply
** recommended with an AxialCam only 
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The IBAK MiniLite, like the MicroLite, is a compact push rod camera 
system for the inspection of house and estate drainage systems. 
Whereas the MicroLite is an optimum, easy-to-handle entry-level sys-
tem that is more suitable for the inspection of shorter, complex later-
als, the MiniLite was designed to cover as wide a range of applications 
as possible, thanks to its modular extendibility and extensive acces-
sories.
The MiniLite has an exchangeable coiler drum. With the model with 80 
m of push rod, the cameras are pluggable; all current IBAK push rod 
cameras are compatible. In combination with the ORION, the NANO 
or the POLARIS camera, diameter measurements can be performed 
optionally. Depending on the requirements, the system can be addi-
tionally equipped with software and an extension function (extension 
kit) for operation with a vehicle-installed system. IKAS recorder soft-
ware is available for simple projects without any complicated data 
exchange formats. If inspections of sewer systems are to be per-
formed in compliance with the EN 13508-2 standard which is valid in 
Europe, IKAS mini can be installed and the inspection results output to 
paper or a pdf file in the form of clearly arranged reports. 

MiniLite
Compact Push Rod Camera
System 
Deployment range from  
DN 50 upwards with  
permanently installed  
cameras, 
from DN 70 upwards with 
exchangeable cameras

Technical System Data MiniLite
Product classification compact push rod camera system
Perfect Push Rod 80 m (500/10 coiler drum)

Monitor
Dust and water jet protected (IP55), 
10-inch touchscreen with protection 
glass

Data storage
text input or storage of image or video 
files (MPEG 4 AVC/H.264) on the inte-
grated PC, data exchange via USB 3.0

Length measurement / 
indicator yes

Power pack 18VDC 4 Ah or 5 Ah (Li-ion), 2 off*

Combinable with

IBAK cameras
AxialCam 2, POLARIS, ORION,  
ORION L, ORION 3, ORION 3 L, NANO, 
NANO L 

IBAK-Extension-Kit yes
3D GeoSense yes**

If particular data exchange formats are required or if a 3D site plan 
is to be generated after a 3D-GeoSense pipe run measurement has 
been performed, the use of complete IKAS evolution software is rec-
ommended.
The MiniLite is standardly supplied with a 500/10 exchange drum 
with 80 metres of Perfect Push Rod. This features particular rigidity 
and a long range but has nonetheless good bend-passing capability. 
However, depending on the application, exchange drums with a Magic 
Push Rod are also available for the MiniLite. This is more flexible and 
shorter than the Perfect Push Rod and is a good alternative, especially 
in conjunction with a plug-in or permanently installed AxialCam if a 
particularly bend-capable solution is required for very complex pipe 
runs. 
Magic Push Rods and Perfect Push Rods are also available with a  
512 Hz locator transmitter or can be retrofitted with one.

*  not included
**	 	An	XTRA	counter,	a	camera	with	a	3D	 

sensor,	a	DEIMOS	and	appropriate	soft-
ware are required
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Functions
Project manager – ✓ ✓
Sewer data base – ✓ ✓
Video recording ✓ ✓ ✓
Video overlay (from hot key and text input) ✓ ✓ ✓
Video overlay from the sewer data base – ✓ ✓
Still photos ✓ ✓ ✓
Condition codes to standards (EN13508,WRC) – ✓ ✓
Sewer data interface – – ✓
Data transfer

Video and photo files ✓ ✓ ✓
Inspection video player – ✓ ✓
With data index and PDF reports (Reports, films, photos, MAP/GIS) – – ✓
Options

DN measurement ✓ ✓ ✓
Measuring functions – – ✓
MAP (GIS) – – ✓
Other IKAS evolution options – – ✓

Control console BP 1 BP 2 BP 100
Width x height x depth 270x190x40 mm 337x190x40 mm 405x190x40 mm
Weight approx. 2,6 kg approx. 2,8 kg approx. 3,0 kg

Connections 2x USB 3.0 2x USB 3.0 
1x HDMI

2x USB 3.0 
1x HDMI 
1x USB 2.0

Data storage text input or storage of image or video files (MPEG 4 AVC/H.264) on the integrated PC, 
data exchange via USB 3.0

Monitor Dust and water jet protected (IP 55), 10-inch touchscreen, with BP 2 and BP 100 an exter-
nal monitor can be connected via HDMI

Battery charge level indicator yes yes yes
Replace battery indicator yes yes yes
Length measurement / indicator yes yes yes

Combinable with
IBAK cameras AxialCam 2 AxialCam 2 AxialCam 2

NANO, NANO L NANO, NANO L
POLARIS POLARIS 
ORION, ORION L 
ORION 3, ORION 3 L

ORION, ORION L 
ORION 3, ORION 3 L

ASPECTA ASPECTA
ORPHEUS 2/3

IBAK push rod systems MicroLite MicroLite MicroLite 
MiniLite 2 MiniLite 2

IBAK camera tractors T 66, T 76
IBAK cutter NanoGator
IBAK cable winches KW 206, KW 306

IBAK-Software
IKAS recorder (standard), IKAS mini, IKAS evolution (depending on the configuration of the 
terminal units, software licences for IKAS evolution Push, IKAS evolution Starter and IKAS 
evolution Professional are possible)

Power Pack 18VDC 4 Ah (Li-ion), 2 off (not included in the scope of supply)

Control consoles Software Variants
BP 1, BP 2, BP 100



 
 

 
 

 
 

BS  3.5 
BS   5
BS  7

 
KW 305/310 
KW 505 MiniLite

AxialCam 2, NANO, ORION, ORION L, ORION 3, ORION 3 L, POLARIS

The operator in the van and the operator with the push rod 
system communicate via a Bluetooth headset. BS  5

KW 310 
KW 505

KT 180

Extension-Box

T 66, NANO, ORION, ZSW 65, Tractor extension for T 66

Both operators can communicate with each other via 
intercom.

Deep-level-garage

BS 7 
BS  3.5 
BS  5

KW 305/ KW 310 
KW 505

Extension-Box

CERBERUS

The operator in the vehicle and the inspector on foot 
can communicate via intercom. 
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Extension Kit
Extension kit for IBAK cable winches

Extension for push rod operation with control systems BS 3.5, BS 5, BS 7 Extension for tractor operation with BS 5 control systems 

Extension for inspection on foot with control systems BS 3.5, BS.5 or BS 7The operator in the van and the operator with the push rod system 
communicate via a Bluetooth headset.
The modular, portable camera tractor and push rod systems from 
IBAK can be connected to IBAK inspection vans with extension kits. 
This makes it possible for hard-to-access sewer sections and laterals 
to be inspected from the van. In this case, the complete report soft-

ware and the recording devices in the vehicle can also be used for 
push rod operation. Power is supplied and the video signal and the 
length counter measurement are transmitted to the inspection van via 
the camera cable. Both operators can communicate via an integrated 
intercom system and Bluetooth headsets.
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IBAK BS 3.5 / BS 7
Control System for IBAK Inspection Systems
Control panel BE 3.5 / BE 7, 
Control panel /console combination 
BP 3.5 and keyboard

Technical System Data

Product classification control systems for operation of  
IBAK cameras and camera tractors

Intercom system, louds-
peaker, microphone yes

Supported cable lengths BS 3.5: up to 300 m
BS 7: up to 500 m

Data display generator yes
Video in/out yes, several

Supported TV standard BS 3.5: NTSC / PAL 
BS 7: NTSC / PAL, Full HD und 4K

Operating voltage 100-240 VAC, 50/60 Hz 
Length measurement / 
indicator yes

Autostop function yes

Safety feature
secondary circuit limited to 60 V (BS 3.5) 
or 120 V (BS  7) with insulation monitoring 
device

Emergency stop function integrated in the BP

Combinable with

IBAK cameras
BS 3.5: all except PANORAMO  
and HD cameras
BS 7: all 

IBAK winches BS 3.5: KW 305, LISY winches
BS 7: KW 310, KW505, LISY winches

IBAK camera tractors all
IBAK extension kit yes 

The BS 3.5 and the BS 7 are control units for IBAK inspection systems 
for installation in an inspection van. These central control and oper-
ating units consist of an ergonomically designed control console (BP 
3.5), a 19“ rack mount (BE 3.5 / BE 7) and a keyboard. All current IBAK 
camera tractors, winches and cameras can be operated with them. 
The connected components are automatically identified by the sys-
tem and the touchscreen desktop is preset accordingly, which is very 
convenient for the user.
The configurable joysticks ensure user-friendly operation of the cam-
era tractor and the camera. 
The touchscreen also offers the user a wide variety of other possibil-
ities, such as an information menu where all mounted components 

identified by the system are shown in a colour display. In addition, vari-
ous features, such as the light intensity, different functions of the cam-
era and the camera tractor and other system-relevant options can be 
operated.
Descriptions of defects, symbols or comments entered via the key-
board can be overlaid on the video image with the integrated data dis-
play generator.
In addition, it is also possible to connect video recording devices. Spo-
ken comments can be entered with the integrated microphone in the 
control console. Audio out enables these voice memos to be saved in 
synchronisation with the inspection video.

The	touchscreen	integrated	in	the	control	console	with	various	possibilities	
of	operating	the	IBAK	system	components.
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IBAK BS 5
Control System for IBAK Inspection Systems
Control console BC 5 with 2 joysticks, 
Control console BP 5 mit LC screen, 
19“ Control panel BE 5

Technical System Data

Product classification control system for operation of IBAK 
cameras and camera tractors

Intercom system, louds-
peaker, microphone yes

Length of camera cable up to 600 m
Data display generator yes
Video in/out yes
TV standard NTSC / PAL, full HD, 4K
Supply voltage 110-240 VAC, 50/60 Hz
Length measurement /  
indicator yes

Autostop function yes

Safety feature secondary circuits controlled by  
insulation monitoring devices

Emergency stop func-
tion integrated in the BP

Combinable with

IBAK cameras all

IBAK winches KW 310, KW 505, LISY winches

IBAK camera systems all camera systems

IBAK camera tractors all camera tractors

IBAK extension kit yes

The IBAK BS 5 is a control and operating unit for IBAK inspection sys-
tems for vehicle installation. All current IBAK cameras and camera 
tractors can be operated with it. The camera tractor and the camera 
are controlled via the ergonomically-designed console, with two joy-
sticks.
With its high tech microprocessor control, the intelligent IBAK BS 5 
control system identifies the connected system components and dis-
plays status information, such as the internal pressure of the camera 
and the camera tractor, the supply voltage, the lighting intensity and 
the current setting of the electronic height-adjusting unit as a percent-
age on the graphics LCD. 
Seven of the 16 control keys have predefined functions, and nine fur-
ther keys are automatically assigned with functions by the system 
depending on the system configuration. 

The IBAK BS 5 also has an integrated autostop function: in combina-
tion with the cable winches KW 310 and 505, this makes it possible 
to stop the camera tractor automatically at freely definable positions 
when it is moving in reverse. In particular, this makes access to the 
entry manhole considerably easier. 
The sophisticated, practical and energy-saving design of the IBAK BS 5 
ensures efficient operation of IBAK inspection systems in all respects. 



Technical System Data BP 10/Interfacebox
Product classification control system for vehicle installation
Intercom system inside loudspeaker, outside loudspeaker, inside microphone
Camera cable length depends on the winch
Video processing PC with inspection software required
Video in/out yes, several
Keyboard for connection to the PC
TV standard PAL or NTSC
Supply voltage 48V, is supplied by the winch used
Interfaces to the PC serial port, USB
Emergency stop function integrated in the BP

Combinable with
IBAK winches NANO, ORION, ORION 3, ORPHEUS 2/3,
IBAK camera tractors KW 206, KW 306
IBAK-Fahrwagen T 66, T 76

The IBAK BS 10 is a control system for IBAK inspection systems for 
installation in an inspection vehicle. This central control and operating 
unit consists of a control console (BP 10), a BS 10 interface box and 
a keyboard.
All winches of the new generation (KW 206/306) and the camera trac-
tors and cameras which are compatible with them can be oper ated 
from it. The connected components are identified automatically by the 
system. The configurable joysticks ensure user-friendly operation of 
the camera tractor and the camera. The individually assignable keys 
of the control console offer the user numerous presetting possibilities. 

In addition, various features, such as the light intensity, different func-
tions of the camera and the camera tractor and other system-relevant 
options can be operated.
Descriptions of defects, symbols or com ments entered via the key-
board can be over laid on the video image with the integrated data dis-
play generator. 
Furthermore, it is possible to connect video recording devices. The 
microphone integrated into the control console can be used for com-
munication via the intercom.
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MainLite  
solid
- KW 206/306
- BS 10
- T 66
-  ORION

IBAK BS 10
Control System for IBAK Inspection Systems
Control console BP 10 with 2 joysticks and a keyboard 
BS 10 Interface control box



IBAK	PHOBOS	3D	with	ORION	L	and	POLARIS	 
for pipe run measurement
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Technical Data PHOBOS 1 PHOBOS 2 u. 3D PHOBOS 4
Deployment range 
from

≥ DN 100 DN 100 DN 100

Nozzle flow rate 
approx.

45 l  / min.* 50 l / min.* 60 l / min.*

Combinable with

IBAK cameras NANO / NANO L, POLARIS,  
ORION / ORION L, ORION 3 / ORION 3 L

IBAK coilers MicroLite, MiniLite
IBAK winches KW LISY Synchron

IBAK PHOBOS
Flushing Nozzles
Deployment range from DN 100 upwards

IBAK PHOBOS flushing nozzles provide maximum forward drive and 
range with push rod systems. At the same time, the IBAK flushing noz-
zles produce a certain cleaning effect so that ground sewers and lat-
erals can be inspected and also cleaned, depending on the degree of 
soiling, in a single operation. An ORION L or a NANO L and an IBAK 
flushing nozzle with a push rod system or the LISY satellite inspection 
system are tried and tested combinations. The flushing nozzles are 
supplied with water from a high pressure jetter. The PHOBOS models 
are designed for efficiency and energy saving. The interior design of 
the nozzle ensures that the water jet is directed such that no vortices 
are formed as these would cause the energy to dissipate. In addition 
to maximum forward drive power for long ranges, both the PHOBOS 
2.1 and the PHOBOS 3D are equipped with a lens-cleaning function. 
This saves the user a considerable amount of time. Older PHOBOS 
3D models can be retrofitted in order to also provide a lens-cleaning 
function. 

The PHOBOS 2.1 is a flushing nozzle that can be operated with the 
Magic Push Rod of the IBAK push rod systems MicroLite and MiniLite 
and the LISY satellite system. The lens-cleaning function is integrated.

The PHOBOS 3D offers the same same range of functions as the PHO-

BOS 2.1. In addition, it serves as a camera guide device to keep the 
inspection camera parallel to the pipe wall during 3D-GeoSense pipe 
run measurements. 
In mid-2019, the PHOBOS 3D was reworked; the lens cleaning function 
is now serially integrated into the current models and the strain relief 
of the cables was improved by a modification to the design. The PHO-
BOS 3D is available with 72mm ø for the ORION and the POLARIS and 
with 60 mm ø for the NANO. 
 
The PHOBOS 4, like the PHOBOS 2.1, is designed to provide a maxi-
mum range. Two forward-facing water jets can be switched on addi-
tionally. These loosen dirt deposits in front of the camera to allow it to 
pass. As the camera moves over it, the loosened material is flushed 
out of the pipe. If the forward water jet is switched on additionally, this 
also makes it easier to withdraw the nozzle during flushing operations. 
The chief application of the PHOBOS 1 is cleaning pipes. It achieves 
optimum cleaning results thanks to the layout of its 5 nozzle inserts 
and a shallow jetting angle of 30°. 

*	The	stated	nozzle	flow	rate	is	achieved	at	an	operating	pressure	of	120	
bar	with	a	flushing	hose	combination	consisting	of	30 m	of	NW	10	specia-
list	hose	connected	to	80 m	of	1/2“	hose	(NW	12.7).

1.	The	IBAK	PHOBOS	1
2.	The	IBAK	PHOBOS	2,	rear	view
3.	The	IBAK	PHOBOS	4	on	a	LISY	3	with	a	flushing	package
4.		The	IBAK	PHOBOS	1	in	operation
5.  The PHOBOS 3D with lens-cleaning function

5.

4.3.

2.1.
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IBAK ILP
Laser Profiler
Deformation measurement in sewers

The IBAK ILP (Laser Profiler) precisely identifies pipe deformations. 
Deformation measurements are carried out by a laser diode mounted 
on a sewer inspection camera (ORION, ORPHEUS, ARGUS 5, PAN-
ORAMO). The carbon laser extension and the mount vary depending 
on the pipe diameter and the camera type.
The mode of operation of the laser profiler is based on a laser ring 
which is projected onto the pipe wall and subsequently recorded by 
the camera used. The software calculates the data and creates a 3D 
model of the pipe geometry. It also offers the possibility of generating 
two-dimensional unfolded views and graphics.
All required information regarding the diameter, ovality, deformation, 
corrosion, percentage of capacity, minimum/maximum diameter and 
the horizontal and vertical diameter (X and Y) in mm can be seen from 
these graphical presentations.

The data captured during the complete scan can be viewed and 
passed on at any time with our licence-free viewer. 
This system achieves a high level of accuracy (tolerance ± 0.5% rel-
ative to the pipe diameter). The IBAK Laser Profiler is internationally 
recognised as a measuring instrument by the WRC (Water Research 
Council) in the UK and the US Department of Transportation. 

Videorecording of  
the laser ring

Graphically illustrated 
ovality measuring

Technical System Data

Product classification
laser measuring instrument for the 
measurement of deformation in se-
wers 

Deployment range DN 100 – DN 1050*

Identification of
reduction of cross-section
deformation
pipe capacity 
minimum/maximum diameter
obstructions to flow
roughness

Two-dimensional	profile	report	on	a	lateral	with	indication	of	position

Three	dimensional	profile	report

*depending on which camera is used
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IBAK ARGO 2
Camera Raft
For DN 400 upwards

The IBAK ARGO 2 camera raft was specially developed for large-di-
ameter pipes that are partially filled with water. The floating body is 
secured by means of a drag rope. This makes inspection possible 
with or against the flow. 
All IBAK cameras can be mounted with appropriate adapters. The 
position of the centre of gravity can be optimally adjusted by means 
of various weights.

Technical System Data
Product classifica-
tion camera raft

Deployment range from DN 400 upwards
Set-up raft adapter box with a camera base 

(if an ancillary light is used) or a camera 
adapter with fastener

Combinable with

IBAK cameras
all cameras except AxialCam, POLARIS, 
CERBERUS and the PANORAMO  
systems

IBAK winches all
IBAK control systems all

Vehicles: Types of outfitting

Aisle-type	outfitting

Sewer cleaner

Classical	outfitting
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1968, KRA 1

1980, RADIAX

1989, IKAS

2002, PANORAMO

2008, PANORAMO SI

1993, LISY 1

1993, ARGUS

1996, TRITON

1955, IBAK Underwater television

1956, Augenmagnet 
Hand Eye Magnet

IBAK Timeline

2000, ORION

2013, PEGASUS HD

2018, MainLite
2016, NANO L

2016, ORPHEUS 2

2019, PANORAMO SI 4K

2016, MiniLite

2015, NANO

1945 1955 1965 1975 1985 1995 2005 2015 2025

2020, IBAK Manholeinspection

2017, ORPHEUS HD

2018, PANORAMO 4K

1957, KF 11

19801979

1967 1980

1958

1955

1972





All IBAK products have one thing in common: they provide 'Made in 
Germany' quality. All system components are developed, produced, 
assembled and tested by IBAK. 
Thanks to their high quality standard, IBAK products have been a 
benchmark in efficiency and return on investment for more than 
75 years.

IBAK Helmut Hunger GmbH & Co. KG 
Wehdenweg 122 · 24148 Kiel · Germany 
Tel. +49 431 7270-0 · www.ibak.de

IBAK – Made in Germany
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